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1. Introdution

Semanti pereption, mapping and exploration (SPME) for intelligent sys-

tems, suh as robots, has seen a lot of progress reently, with many new and

interesting tehniques. When these intelligent systems are deployed in real-

world environments, a variety of hallenges are raised. For example, servie

robots need to plan in spaes exeeding their loal pereptual spae in order to

ope with a wide variety of tasks, and robots operating in human living environ-

ments need to aggregate and model pereived semanti information. A further

requirement for long-term autonomous operation is the ability to aquire and

update the neessary information over time, whih involves atively exploring

the environment.

While interesting researh in the area of semanti pereption, mapping and

exploration is urrently arried out, there is still the lak of a risp, preise

de�nition of semanti pereption, semanti mapping and semanti exploration.

The all for papers for this speial issue invited authors to submit papers with

the fous on the following topis: (1) semanti robot vision and sene inter-

pretation for mobile manipulation, (2) segmentation and annotation of natural

senes, e.g., from images or point louds, (3) exploration strategies for seman-

ti mapping and knowledge aquisition, (4) semanti approahes for long-term

operation in dynami environments, (5) ontologies and e�ient representations

for managing semanti information in robotis, (6) use of semanti information

in mapping, e.g., registration of sensory information, or knowledge aquisition.

So what is SPME exatly?

Let's start by disussing semantis with its de�nition: �Semantis (from

Greek: s	emantikó, neuter plural of s	emantikós) is the study of meaning. It

fouses on the relation between signi�ers, suh as words, phrases, signs, and

symbols, and what they stand for, their denotata.�[1℄. Most works using the

term semantis have been done in linguistis to study relationships between
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Figure 1: semanti pereption as the interpretation of sensor data, in a ontext and using

bakground information.

symbols of a language and their meaning. This study inludes the speakers and

the ontext. Also widely known is the semanti web, whih gives an additional

example of the usage of semantis. It extends .html-�les, by adding semanti

metadata, e.g., by referring to Resoure Desription Framework (RDF) de�ni-

tions or ontonlogies like the Web Ontology Language (OWL).

In robotis, the world is only partially observable. Thus, semantis has to be

ombined with pereption, whih is the interpretation of sensory information.

Semanti pereption fouses therefore on interpreting and organizing sensor in-

formation in symboli form. This also inludes the ontext and bakground

knowledge in symboli form (f. Fig. 1). Furthermore, it refers to a far more

general question, namely symbol grounding. Symbol grounding is the problem

of how the meaning of a symbol is to be grounded in something other than just

more meaningless symbols [2℄. This is an open problem in robotis, arti�ial

intelligene, and related �elds and is the most hallenging. Thus, many roboti-

ists fous on the objet anhoring problem, whih is the lightweight version of

symbol grounding, as it restrits the symbols to refer to objets, thus avoiding

abstrat onepts or attributes [3℄.

Semanti mapping ombines semantis with maps. Maps in robotis are an

expliit representation of the work area that is used by the robot. This implies

that suh a map is spei� for the robot's tasks and sensors. Common uses of

roboti maps are loalization and motion planning, e.g., path or grasp planning.

Atually, there is no map without meaning. In the simplest ase, a roboti map

distinguishes between free spae and oupied spae. While a map an be two-

dimensional or three-dimensional, it an be metri or topologial, it stores either

raw sensor data like point louds, or syntati elements like lines or 3D planes,

or it stores semanti features, like interpreted objets.

A semanti map for a mobile robot is heneforth a map that ontains, in

addition to spatial information about the environment, assignments of mapped

features to entities of known lasses. Further knowledge about these entities,

independent of the map ontents, is available for reasoning in some knowledge

base with an assoiated reasoning engine.

Semanti exploration refers to exploration algorithms that exploit semantis.

This an be ahieved by using some a priori knowledge during the exploration.
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Examples are exploration strategies that segment and interpret the partial map

to yield room-based exploration.

2. Using semanti knowledge in robotis

Currently, mobile robots leave the lab environments and share spaes with

humans. In addition to basi robot tasks suh as obstale avoidane, map build-

ing, loalization and path planning, spei� appliations are addressed. SPME

addresses the problems of reating representations needed for high-level tasks

suh as, �Bring me some beer from the fridge�. Using the results of the semanti

pereption, i.e., the semanti level of the desription of the environment, is used

by the robot as soure for obtaining new knowledge about the environment.

If fats and objets in the environment an be deteted in real-time and if

the robot has additional statistial bakground knowledge about the relation

between fats and objets that are present in its environment, then the robot is

able to draw onlusions. A speial form of reasoning is planning ations. Fur-

thermore, deriving new fats, or new hypotheses about fats beomes possible.

For example, a robot ould onlude from the detetion of a sink and a kithen

table, that a fridge ontaining the beer might be just oluded by an objet. In

addition to obtain new knowledge by proessing sensor data, reasoning about it

leads to new knowledge.

Semanti pereption, mapping and exploration is also related to sene un-

derstanding, ognitive vision, objet detetion, objet reognition, and sensor

data proessing in general. Furthermore, as these tasks deal with symbols,

knowledge representations need also to be disussed in the ontext of SPME as

well. Nowadays, servie robots in the real world must translate sensor data into

symbols and interferenes into ontrol data.

3. In this issue

The all of papers for this speial issue was released after the �rst Work-

shop on Semanti Pereption, Mapping and Exploration (SPME) at the 2011

IEEE International Conferene on Robotis and Automation (ICRA) Shanghai,

China. The response to the SPME workshops shows that SPME is an emerging

topi. The topis of artiles in this issue range from outdoor semanti mapping

to grounding semanti ategories to semanti exploration methods.
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